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Abstract-The nucleation kinetics of binary solid solutions, with general formula BxC1-xA, crystallising 
from aqueous solution can be described using a generalised expression for the nucleation rate: the function, 
J(x), in which supersaturation, interfacial free energy and other parameters of the classical nucleation rate 
equation are considered as functions of the solid composition. As an example, we studied the behaviour of 
such J(x) functions for the case of the (Ba,Sr)S04 and (Ba,Sr)C03 solid solutions. J(x) functions are very 
sensitive to slight changes in the composition of the aqueous solution, which result in strong modifications of 
the nucleation kinetics. The implications of the relationship between supersaturation and nucleation rate 
functions for the general nucleation behaviour in solid solution-aqueous solution (SS-AS) systems are 
discussed. Finally, we present a method for constructing non-equilibrium Roozeboom diagrams based on the 
nucleation kinetics in SS-AS systems. Our Roozeboom diagrams calculated for different departures from 
equilibrium conditions are consistent with previous experimental work and they can be used to predict actual 
distribution coefficients. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nucleation is the first step leading to the formation of crys
tals from supersaturated aqueous solutions. One of the most 
important aspects of the nucleation process is the kinetics of 
nuclei formation within a solution under given conditions. 
Nucleation kinetics has been traditionally described by the 
nucleation rate equation, which relates the number of nuclei 
formed per unit of volume and time to supersaturation, inter
facial free energy, solubility and other basic parameters 
(Nielsen, 1964; Walton, 1969). Nucleation rate data provide 
information about the metastability and physicochemical prop
erties of solutions and many experimental and theoretical 
works have been devoted to evaluating the relationship be
tween nucleation parameters in the nucleation rate equation and 
the kinetics of nuclei formation (Sangwal, 1989; Sohnel, 1982). 
Conversely, experiments conducted to determine the width of 
the metastable zone in solute-solvent systems allow the deter
mination of interfacial energies and related thermodynamic 
constants, such as dissolution enthalpies or surface entropies, 
for a wide number of inorganic and organic substances (Sang
wal, 1989; Nielsen and Sohnel, 1971). 

Most experiments on nucleation kinetics are carried out in 
single solute-solvent systems and only occasionally small 
amounts of other solutes, generally considered as impurities, 
are added. In such cases the observed changes in nucleation 
kinetics are not interpreted in terms of the modification of the 
parameters in the nucleation rate equation but as a consequence 
of the incorporation of "impurities" in the nuclei. However, in 
many natural and industrial crystallisation processes nucleation 
occurs from multicomponent solutions and the solid formed 
exhibits a wide compositional variability, i.e., a solid solution. 
It is clear that, in such a situation, the processes involved in the 
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incorporation of isomorphic growth units to the initial nuclei 
will play a decisive role in the nucleation behaviour. Therefore, 
to understand nucleation kinetics in multicomponent crystal
lisation systems, the application of the nucleation rate equation 
must be done taking into account the physicochemical proper
ties of the solid solution-aqueous solution (SS-AS) system, i.e., 
solid-aqueous phase equilibrium, supersaturation state, ionic 
mobility, etc. 

Here we present a generalisation of the nucleation rate equa
tion for the crystallisation of binary solid solutions from aque
ous solutions. We considered that some basic parameters in this 
equation, such as supersaturation, interfacial free energy and 
molecular volume are not constant, but functions of both the 
solid and aqueous phase compositions and of the solid solution 
solubility. The generalised J(x) equation has been applied to the 
case of the (Ba,Sr)C03 and (Ba,Sr)S04 solid solutions. The end 
members in the former solid solution have very similar solu
bility products, while those in the latter have very different 
solubility products. We have calculated the (Ba,Sr)C03 and 
(Ba,Sr)S04 solid solution compositions for which the nucle
ation rate reaches a maximum, at varying degrees of supersat
uration with Ba/Sr ionic ratios ranging from 0 to 1. By plotting 
the composition of each starting aqueous solution against the 
composition of the solid for which J(x) is a maximum we can 
construct kinetic Roozeboom diagrams, which reflect the effect 
of the nucleation kinetics on the distribution coefficients be
tween aqueous and solid phases. We have calculated Rooz
eboom diagrams for (Ba,Sr)C03-H20, Ba(S04,Cr04)-H20, 
(Ba,Sr)S04-H20 and (Cd,Ca)C03-H20 sytems. Our calcula
tions are in good agreement with the experimental findings 
reported by Prieto et aI., 1997 for the same conditions of super
saturation and aqueous solution compositions. Therefore, our 
theoretical diagrams can be used, in principle, to predict the 
nucleation behaviour in any SS-AS system at far from equilib
rium conditions. 



2. THEORY 

2.1. The Nucleation Rate Function, J(x) 

In the classical homogeneous nucleation theory, the rate of 
nucleation, i.e., the mnnber of nuclei fonned per unit of volurne 
and time is given by the expression: 

[ - EO"'O' ] 
J � r . exp k'T' (In S), (1) 

where B is a shape factor equal to 161T13 for a spherical nucleus 
and equal to 32 for a cubic nucleus; (J" is the interfacial free 
energy; D, the molecular volume, k, the Boltzmann constant 
(l.38 X 10-23 J/K); T. the absolute temperature and S. the 
supersaturation ratio: S = C/Cs, where Cs is the concentration 
of the solution in equilibrium with the crystalline phase (i.e., 
solubility) and C is the actual concentration of the solution. 
Finally, r is a preexponential factor related to solubility and 
which includes a volume diffusion step, i.e., an energy barrier 
for the incorporation of growth units from the solution bulk to 
the critical nucleus must be overcome. 

From inspection of the parameters in Eqn. 1 it is clear that 
supersaturation, interfacial free energy and the preexponential 
factor are the main factors controlling nucleation kinetics. In 
addition, S and (J" play an opposite role in this equation: the 
nucleation rate increases when the supersaturation increases 
and it decreases with increasing interfacial free energy (and 
decreasing solubility). 

The situation is not so simple when we deal with crystallisa
tion in SS-AS systems. In such a case, llllder given temperature 
and solution composition conditions, the main controlling fac
tors in the nucleation rate equation, S, (J", a and r, are not single 
parameters, but they depend on the solid composition. This 
means that any composition of the aqueous solution will have 
a different supersaturation relative to each possible composi
tion of the solid solution, which in turn will have a different 
interfacial energy and r value. In other words, the nucleation 
rate is a fllllction of the solid solution composition and Eqn. 1 
must be rewritten as: 

[ - EO"' (x) 0' (x)] 
J(x) � r (x) exp k'T' (In S(x))' (2) 

where. S(x). O"(x). 0 (x) and r (x) are now fimctions of the solid 
composition. In the following sections we will analyse in detail 
the dependence of the S(x). O"(x). O(x) and r (x) on the solid 
composition and solubility product of the endrnembers. 

2.2. The Supersaturation Function, S(x) 

The general expression for calculating the supersaturation of 
a multicomponent aqueous solution with respect to a non
stoichiometric solid solution is (Prieto et al., 1994; Putnis et al., 
1995): 

(3) 

where rra�' is the ionic activity product, vi is the stoichiometric 
number of ion i in the solute formula, v = 2; vi and Ks is the 
solubility product, i.e., the aqueous ion activity product at 

equilibrium. By applying this expression to a binary solid 
solution with general formula BxC1_"A, and by taking into 
accollllt the Lippmann and Debye-Hiickel methods (extensively 
described in Glyrm and Reardon, 1990 and in Prieto et al. 1988, 
1991) we can derive the supersaturation fimction: 

S(x) � 
a (C+)' 'a (E+Y a (A ) 

(KCAaCA)1 x (KBAaBAY 
(4) 

where KCA and KBA are the solubility products of the endrnem
bers, aCA and aBA the activities of the CA and BA components 
in the solid solution, respectively and x = XBA and j-x = XCA" 
The shape of the S(x) curve depends on the particular values for 
KCA and KBA and on the composition of the given aqueous 
solution (ratio between C+, B+ andA-). 

2.3. The Interfacial Free Energy Function, u(x) 

Many experimental studies have demonstrated that the inter
facial free energy is closely related to the solubility: com
pollllds with lower solubility products have a higher interfacial 
free energy (Sangwal. 1989; Sobue1. 1982 and Cbustoffersen et 
al., 1991). Within an ideal solid solution we will assume, as a 
first approximation, that the interfacial free energy increases 
linearly from the more soluble endrnember to the less soluble. 
Therefore, the interfacial free energy can be expressed as a 
fimction of the solid solution composition with the form: 

(5) 
(J"BA and (J"CA are the interfacial free energies for the endrnem
bers of the BxC1_xA solid solution. 

2.4. The Preexponential Factor, r(x) 

The so-called preexponential factor, r, in the nucleation rate 
Eqn. 1 is, in fact, a complex fimction, whose complete expres
SIOn IS: 

_ *' kT ( _ ilG�.d>ff) 
r - N,41T (r ) h exp ---rT (6) 

where No is the number of solute molecules per unit volume of 
solution (related to the solubility); hr(r*)2 the surface area of 
the critical nucleus assumed to be spherical; kTlh is a frequency 
factor and 8GvAff is the energy bamer encolllltered by the 
solute for volume diffusion from the bulk solution to the 
nucleus. 

The determination of r is not trivial and the influence of 
some factors, such as the solvation and transport processes 
within the solution, is not well known. Most attempts at cal
culating r for inorganic and organic compollllds indicate, that 
such a factor generally lies in the range of 1033 ±3 cm -3S-1. As 
a good approximation for pure ionic substances (Nielsen, 1964) 
and assuming isothermal conditions, the parameter r can be 
considered constant and for room temperature approximately 
equal to: 

D 
r- - aSh (7) 

where D =' 1O-9m2s-1 is the mean diffusion coefficient for the 
ions in water. 



Obviously, as in the case of the interfacial free energy, the 
factor r varies with the composition of the solid when a 
complete solid solution is considered. As an approximation, the 
r (x) fimction can be written as: 

D 
r (x) �-,

{H (x) 
(8) 

3. THE NUCLEA nON BEHAVIOUR OF THE (Ba,Sr)S04 

-H20 AND (Ba,Sr)C03 -H20 SS-AS SYSTEMS 

3.1. Supersaturation and Nucleation Rate Functions 

To study the general behaviour of the nucleation rate In 
SS-AS systems we have applied Eqn. 2 and Eqn. 4 to two 
SS-AS systems: (Ba,Sr)S04-H20 and (Ba,Sr)C03 -H20. The 
solid solutions which crystallise within these systems have 
been assumed to be complete and ideal (the slight deviation 
from ideality for (Ba,Sr)S04 reported by Hanor, 1968; Malinin 
and Urusov, 1983 and Becker et al., 2000 does not significantly 
affect our results). This assumption allows us to use molar 
fractions instead of activity fractions for the solid phase, sim
plifying the calculation of S(x), which otherwise would require 
regular or subregular solid solution models to evaluate aCA and 
aBA- In addition, these two solid solutions show very different 
solubilities between the endrnembers. This allows us to dem
onstrate the influence of this parameter on the nucleation be
haviour. For the (Ba,Sr)S04 solid solution the solubility prod
ucts of barite (BaS04) and celestite (SrS04) are very different, 
whereas the solubility for witherite (BaC03) and strontianite 
(SrC03) are quite similar. Because the solubility is related to 
the interfacial free energy, for the case of the (Ba,Sr)S04 solid 
solution, the difference in the interfacial free energies of the 
endrnembers is also higher than for the endrnembers of the 
(Ba,Sr)C03 solid solution. As we will see such differences are 
reflected in completely different nucleation kinetics. 

Before obtaining the J(x) fimction for a given aqueous solu
tion composition it is necessary to calculate the corresponding 
supersaturation fimction using Eqn. 4. Figures la and 1 b show 
the S(x) fllllctions calculated for aqueous solutions with 
equimolar concentrations of S?+, SO�- (or CO�-) and minor 
Ba2 + (see figure caption), as a fllllction of the solid solution 
compositions (Ba,Sr)S04 and (Ba,Sr)C03 respectively. As can 
be seen in Figure la, the supersaturation function for the 
(Ba,Sr)S04 aqueous solution has values ranging from approx
imately 20 to 35 and reaches a maximum for the solid compo
sition XBaS04 = 0.7. For the (Ba,Sr)S04 solid solution the 
solubility product of the BaS04 endrnember (Ks = 10-9.98) is 
three orders of magnitude lower than for SrS04 (Ks = 10-6.63). 
Thus, even though the aqueous Ba2 + concentration is relatively 
small, the solution is nevertheless moderately supersaturated 
with respect to the whole range of solid compositions. It also 
explains the displacement of the supersaturation maximum 
toward Ba-rich solid solution compositions. 

The situation for the (Ba,Sr)C03 solid solution is quite 
different: S(x) ranges from 6 to 430 and the maximum corre
sponds to the pure SrC03 composition. In this case the solu
bility products of the endrnembers (Ks = 10-9.27 for SrC03 and 
Ks =10 -8.56 for BaC03) are similar and the maximum super
saturation of the solution usually corresponds to the end mem-

ber composition which is most concentrated in the solution. 
However, for some aqueous solutions the supersaturation max
imum does not coincide with the most concentrated endrnem
ber in the solution but it is displaced toward the less soluble one 
(i.e., SrC03). Since the difference in solubility between the 
endrnembers in the (Ba,Sr)C03 solid solution is not very great 
such a displacement is always smaller than for the case of 
(Ba,Sr)S04' 

Once the supersaturation functions have been determined for 
aqueous solutions of a given composition, the nucleation rate 
fimctions can be obtained using Eqn. 2. The parameters of the 
endrnembers used for the calculation (interfacial free energy, 
molecular volume, preexponential factor and solubility prod
uct) are listed in Table 1. Figures 1 c and 1 d show the J(x) 
curves for the previously described solutions. As can be seen, 
for the case of the (Ba,Sr)C03 the supersaturation and nucle
ation rate maxima correspond to the same solid composition 
(pure SrC03), while for the (Ba,Sr)S04 solid solution the 
nucleation rate maximum is located at a solid composition of 
XBaS04 = 0.1, i.e., strongly displaced to the Sr-rich region. 
This means that in this latter case, the compositions close to 
celestite are kinetically favoured and the formation of Sr-rich 
nuclei from a solution of composition a(S?+) = a(So7;.-) = 
0.01 mollL and a(Ba'+) � 0.00001 mollL can be expected. As 
we will see in the next section, where complete ranges of 
aqueous solution compositions will be considered, differences 
in nucleation kinetics can lead to important deviations in the 
distribution coefficient between solid and aqueous phases. 

3.2. Kinetic Roozeboom Diagrams 

If we calculate the nucleation rate fimctions for a complete 
range of aqueous solutions in which the Ba2+jS?+ionic ratio 
ranges from 0 to 1 we obtain a family of curves. Figures 2a and 
b show two examples of J(x) curves for Ba2+ -S?+ -SO�--H20 
and Ba2+-S?+-CO�--H20 systems, respectively. For each 
curve the solid composition for which the J(x) fimction reaches 
a maximum represents the most kinetically favoured composi
tion, i.e., the solid solution composition that will precipitate 
first. We can then plot the activity fractions of the starting 
solutions against the solid solution composition for which the 
nucleation rate is a maximum. Such a plot is a Roozeooom 
diagram, which contains kinetic information about the nucle
ation process. Roozeboom diagrams at equilibrium, which can 
be used as a reference, are given by the general expression: 

(9) 

where XBA is the molar fraction of the BA component in the 
solid solution and XB•aq the molar fraction of the ion B in the 
aqueous solution. 

By varying the supersaturation fimction values (by changing 
the concentration of the ions in solution but keeping the Ba2+j 
S?+ratios constant) we can explore the effect of the non
equilibrium on the SS-AS distribution coefficients. 

Figure 3a. shows a kinetic Roozeooom diagram for the 
Ba2+ -S? + -SO� --H20 system. For conditions relatively close 
to equilibrium (maximum supersaturation S(x)max = 30, shown 
as the dotted line), the calculated curve coincides with the 
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Fig. 1. Supersaturation and nucleation rate functions for the the (Ba, Sr)S04 and (Ba, Sr)C03 solid solutions. (a) 
Supersaturation function S(x) calculated for the aqueous solution of composition a(Sr2+) = a(SO;-) = 0.01 mol/L and 
a(Ba2+) = 0.0000 I mol/L. (b) Supersaturation function S(x) calculated for the aqueous solution of composition a(Sr2+) = 

a(CO�-) = 0.01 mol/L and a(Ba2+) = 0.00001 mol/L. (c) and (d) Nucleation rate functions, J(x), for the solutions with 
the composition given in (a) and (b), respectively. In all plots the XBaS04 molar fraction in the (Ba, Sr)S04 solid, and the 
XS,C03 molar fraction in the (Ba, Sr)C03 solid have been represented in the abscissa. 

Roozeboom curve obtained for thermodynamic equilibrium 
(solid line). By increasing the supersaturation with respect to 
the whole solid solution series, the kinetic Roozeboom diagram 
moves away from the equilibrium curve. The dashed line in 
Figure 3a shows the Roozeboom diagram corresponding to an 
aqueous solution with a maximum supersaturation of S(x)max = 

104. The same effect, but more evident, can also be observed in 
the Ba

2
+ -Sr+ -CO�--H20 system. Figure 3b shows the equi

librium Roozeboom curve (solid line) and a curve calculated 

for a small departure from equilibrium in the system S(x)max = 

6 (dotted line). By increasing the supersaturation levels it is 
possible to obtain curves with progressively less curvature. The 
dashed curve shown in Figure 3b was calculated for an aqueous 
solution with maximum supersaturation, S(x)max = 600. When 
the kinetic Roozeboom plot is linear with slope I, we are in the 
situation where no preferential incorporation of any ion into the 
solid solution occurs, i.e., the solid will have the same compo
sition as the liquid from which it crystallised. 



Table I. Parameters used to calculate J(x). Interfacial free energies, 0", are in the range of those reviewed by Sangwal (1989). The interfacial free 
energy for CdC03 was calculated from its solubility using the empirical expression by Siihnel (\982): 0" = 34.8-17.8 log Co (co = equilibrum 
solubility). Pre-exponential factors were calculated using eq(/O) with D = 1O-9m2s-'. The solubility products, K" were taken from: (a) Blount, 1977; 
(b) Reardon and Armstrong, 1987; (c) Smith and Martell, 1976; (d) Busenberg and Plummer, 1986; (e) Busenberg et aI., 1984 (t) Plummer and 
Busenberg, 1987; (g) Stipp et aI., 1993. 

Endmember fl(m3) 

BaS04 8.6 x 10-29 
SrS04 7.7 x 10-29 
BaCr04 9.3 X 10-29 
BaC03 7.6 X 10-29 
SrC03 6.5 X 10-29 
CaC03 6.1 X 10-29 
CdC03 5.7 X 10-29 

3.3. Comparison Between Experimental and Calculated 
Roozeboom Diagrams 

The effect of non equilibrium on the composition of solid 
solution crystallising from aqueous solution has been demon
strated by Prieto et aI., 1997. These authors obtained crystals of 
(Ba,Sr)C03, Ba(S04,Cr04), (Ba,Sr)S04 and (Cd,Ca)C03 solid 
solutions by counterdiffusion of reactants through a column of 
silica gel. This method allows high supersaturation levels to be 
reached and by analysing both the interstitial aqueous solution 
of the gel at the nucleation time and the core of the crystals it 
is possible to determine the aqueous solution-solid solution 
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compositional pairs at far from equilibrium conditions. By 
starting with mother solutions of different concentrations (dif
ferent substituting ion ratios), Prieto et aI., 1997 obtained 
aqueous solution-solid solution pairs for complete ranges of 
activity fractions of the ions in solution. Such compositional 
pairs can be plotted on Roozeboom diagrams to visualise the 
effect of non equilibrium on the distribution coefficients. In 
Table 2 nucleation data reported by Prieto et aI., 1997 for the 
(Ba,Sr)C03, Ba(S04,Cr04), (Ba,Sr)S04 and (Cd,Ca)C03 solid 
solutions are summarised. In the case of the Ba(S04,Cr04) the 
solid compositions are those reported by Martin-Diaz (1997), 
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Fig. 2. Nucleation rate functions J(x) for complete ranges of aqueous solution compositions. (a) Ba2+ -S�+ -SO�--H
2
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system. Curve 1 was calculated for a solution with composition [Ba2+]  = O.lmoIlL; [Sr2+] = 1 mollL and [SO�-] = 0.1 
mollL. Curves 2 to 10 were obtained by increasing and decreasing at intervals of 0.1 mollL the Ba2+ and Sr2+ concentrations 
respectively. (b) Ba2+ -S�+ -CO�--H

2
0 system. Curve I was calculated for a solution with composition [Sr2+] = O.1mollL; 

[Ba2+]  = 1 moUL and [CO�-] = 0.1 moUL. Curves 2 to 10 were obtained by increasing and decreasing at intervals of 0.1 
moUL the S�+ and Ba2+concentrations respectively. 
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which correspond to most recent chemical analyses and are of 
better quality (M. Prieto and A. Fermindez-Gonzalez, personal 
communication). Figure 4 shows the experimental aqueous 
solution-solid solution composition pairs (triangles) plotted on 
Roozeboom diagrams. As can be seen the experimental data do 
not lie on the Roozeboom diagram at equilibrium (solid lines) 

We have applied the method for constructing Roozeboom 

diagrams described in section 3.2. to simulate the nucleation 
experimental data obtained for the SS-AS systems mentioned 
above. Calculations have been carried out with aqueous solu
tion activities corresponding to the activity fractions given in 
Table 2 and using the supersaturation function equation (Eqn. 
4). Once supersaturation functions were calculated (assuming 
that all solid solutions are ideal), the nucleation rate functions 

Table 2. Nucleation data reported by Prieto et aI., 1997 for gel experiments. The activity fractions of the ions in the intersititial aqueous solution 
at nucleation times were taken from Prieto et aI., 1997 and Martin Diaz* (1997). The activity fractions for the solid correspond to the cores of the 
crystals. Calculated values in this work are also given. 

X(Ba,aq) X(BaS04)eXP X(BaS04)""lc X(S04,aq) X(BaSO)4)eXP X(BaS04)C3IC 

0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.17 0.64 0.29 0.12 0.08 
0.27 0.79 0.74 0.33 0.17 0.09 
0.42 0.87 Ba(S04,Cr04)* 0.51 0.45 0.41 
0.45 0.88 0.62 0.73 0.8 

(Ba,Sr)S04 0.46 0.90 0.87 0.66 0.78 0.85 
0.47 0.90 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.47 0.91 0.91 X(Cd,aq) X(Cdco3)exp X(Cdco3)calc 
0.49 0.89 0.91 0.000 0.00 0.00 
0.55 0.93 0.92 0.010 0.20 0.5 
0.64 0.94 0.96 0.015 0.54 0.61 
0.82 0.99 1 0.022 0.63 0.67 
1.00 1.00 I 0.025 0.79 0.77 

X(Sr,aq) X(SrC03)eXP X(SrC03)""IC 0.051 0.81 0.84 
0.00 0.00 0 0.082 0.82 0.85 
0.06 0.08 0.03 (Cd,Ca)C03 0.103 0.86 0.89 
0.24 0.22 0.21 0.133 0.89 0.92 

(Sr,8a)C03 0.30 0.33 0.21 0.235 0.94 0.94 
0.47 0.43 0.38 0.481 0.96 0.98 
0.66 0.62 0.59 0.721 0.98 0.99 
0.73 0.68 0.77 1.000 1.00 1.00 
0.87 0.86 0.86 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between calculated and experimental Roozeboom diagrams at far from equilibrium conditions. (a) 
(Ba, Sr)S04-H,o; (b) (Ba, Sr)C03-H,o; (c) Ba (S04, Cr04)-H,o and (d) (Cd, Ca)C03-H

2
0. Calculated points have been 

plotted as open circles. Experimental data are represented by triangles and taken from Prieto et aI., 1997 except those for 
the Ba (S04, Cr04)-H

2
0 systems, which were taken from Martin-Diaz, 1997. The solid line on each diagram corresponds 

to the Roozeboom diagram at equilibrium. 

were evaluated (Eqn. 2) and the solid solution composition for 
which the nucleation rate reached a maximum was obtained. 
The final step consisted of plotting the activity fraction of the 
aqueous solution against the molar fraction of the solid phase 
with the maximum nucleation rate. In Table 1 the parameters 
used to calculate J(x) functions are shown. Since there is little 
agreement in the published values for the interfacial free ener
gies of the endmembers, for our calculations we have chosen 
values which allow us to optimize the calculations (Sangwal, 
1989). This optimisation was done using the equilibrium Roo
zeboom diagrams as a reference, i.e., the optimal interfacial 
free energy is the value for which the equilibrium Roozeboom 
diagrams can be reproduced when very low supersaturations 

are considered (close to thermodynamic equilibrium). The 
rest of parameters have been taken from the literature or 
obtained by simple calculations (as indicated in the text of 
Table 1) 

Figure 4 shows the compositional pairs calculated (open 
circles) for the (Ba,Sr)C03-H20, Ba(S04,Cr04)-H20, 
(Ba,Sr)S04-H20 and (Cd,Ca)C03-H20 SS-AS systems. As can 
be observed in all cases the calculated data are in good agree
ment with the experimental ones. The effect of non equilibrium 
on the distribution coefficients for the systems studied can 
therefore be justified by considering its influence on the nucle
ation kinetics of solid solution compositions, i.e., the changes 
in the nucleation rate function. 



4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the rnooel presented here we can make the following 
general conclusions: 

1. In a SS-AS system the maximum supersaturation value and 
the maximum nucleation rate do not necessarily correspond 
to the same solid composition. For certain aqueous solution 
compositions these differences can be very important. More 
soluble compositions will be kinetically favoured (i.e., 
higher values of nucleation rate) and will tend to nucleate 
even though they are less supersaturated than less soluble 
compositions. This effect will be more important for solid 
solutions with large differences in the solubility products of 
the endrnernbers. 

2. By considering the distribution of nucleation rates as a 
fimction of the solid solution compositions, J(x), for a range 
of given aqueous solutions it is possible to calculate Rooz
eboorn diagrams which reflect the effect of supersaturation 
on distribution coefficients, i.e., kinetic Roozeboom dia
grams. 

3. The results of our model are consistent with the general 
trend: higher deparhrres from equilibrium correspond to 
Roozeboom diagrams with lower curvature. 

4. The model has been demonstrated to be successful for 
explaining previous experimental data for the (Ba,Sr)C03-
H20. Ba(S04.CID4)-H20. (Ba,Sr)S04-H20 and (Cd,Ca)C03-
H20 systems (reported by Prieto et al .• 1997). 

5. Calculation of Roozeboom diagrams from the evaluation of 
J(x) is a simple way of predicting actual distribution coef
ficients in SS-AS systems. In principle, this calculation 
requires knowledge of few parameters (interfacial free en
ergy of the endrnembers, solubility products and molar 
volume). However, the llllcertainties in some starting pa
rameters (e.g., interfacial free energy) can lead to erroneous 
predictions. In such cases the chosen starting parameters are 
those which fit the equilibrium Roozeboom diagrams. 

6. The calculation of kinetic Roozeboom diagrams can be 
carried out for any SS-AS system and can be a very useful 
way of predicting and explaining actual distribution coeffi
cients in industrial processes and geological environments. 
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